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Guiding Questions 
Think about the following guiding questions as you participate in today’s session. Write down your 
thoughts and be prepared to share your ideas. 
 

Slide(s) Guiding Questions My Thoughts 

4 
Think about what you want to 
take-away from this session. 

 

5 
What are the 3 situations present 
in courses that demonstrate 
academic rigor? 

 

6 
What are the 3 objectives that 
are addressed in this training? 

 
 

9 

What is the difference between a 
student’s definition of academic 
rigor vs. a teacher’s definition of 
academic rigor?   

 
 

11 What is “academic rigor?” 
 
 

12 

Describe the formula for 
academic rigor that will be 
addressed throughout this 
training. 

 
 

14-16 
What are some key differences 
between Bloom’s Taxonomy and 
Webb’s Depth of Knowledge? 

 
 

13 
What are some sample activity 
types under student- teacher 
interaction? 

 

14-16 
What is student- student 
interaction and what is its 
connection to active learning? 

 

17 Summarize Webb’s DOK by level.  

20 
What 4 analogies are presented 
to explain the 4 DOK levels? 

 

21 
Name at least 4 online tools/apps 
that you can use for each DOK 
level. 

 

22 

What should you use for 
common planning in order to 
ensure that you incorporate 
rigorous activities into your 
lessons? 

 

23 
What is the cognitive demand for 
each DOK level? 
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24 
List at least 4 sample activities for 
each DOK level. 

 

25 

Which of the provided virtual 
tools/apps are you familiar with?  
Which, if any, have you used in 
your virtual classrooms? 
What top 2 apps will you select 
to use in your virtual classrooms 
upon completion of this training? 

 

26 

How do question stems and 
questions increase in rigor from 
DOK Level 1 through DOK Level 
4? 

 

27-28 

How can you use IPDAE’s 
Common Planning Tool for the 
Multi-level ABE Classroom to 
identify content and plan 
rigorous lessons around it? 

 

29-30 
How can you use IPDAE’s IISPs to 
select rigorous content for 
individualized instruction? 

 

 

Introduction 

This Companion Resource Handbook supports IPDAE’s live training on “Instructional Rigor Online:  

Staying on the Path of Student Achievement.”  The content is centered around developing rigorous 

academic or learning activities for your virtual classrooms, activities that can be easily adapted to fit 

any topic.  As you peruse through this handbook, keep foremost in mind how you can couple Webb’s 

Depth of Knowledge with available online tools and applications in order to develop whole group and 

individualized activities that address tested, non-mastered content and that can be easily incorporated 

into your existing instructional framework. 

Most adult educators are new to delivering online instruction.  As such, we are unfamiliar as to the 

types of learning opportunities that we can incorporate into our online courses in order to consistently 

challenge our students and engage them in rigorous activities that require higher order thinking skills.  

The goal of this handbook is to provide specific information on how you can create diverse activities, 

assessments, and assignments that address all four DOK levels meanwhile creating a diverse and 

engaging learning environment online that supports individualized learning experiences.   

Maintaining rigor online is a frequent topic in adult education; however, it is difficult to define because 

we are not clear as to what actually promotes rigor in our classrooms, especially in our virtual 

classrooms.    
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According to the article “Academic Rigor in the Online Classroom” published by Wiley Education 

Services, academic rigor is present in courses that contain the following three elements: 

1. They require students to master material with sufficient facility to apply it to multiple contexts. 

2. They provide students with the opportunity to develop the ability to reflect and act on their own 

understanding. 

3. They clearly set expectations and align grading and feedback opportunities to ensure students 

have met those expectations.  

In 2020, IPDAE provided multiple trainings on resources that you could use in your ABE online courses in 

order to address student learning needs.  These included a common planning tool for ABE reading, ABE 

math, and ABE language; Individual Instructional Student Plans (IISPs for TABE reading, language and 

math); and a variety of resources, lessons and activities addressing content for your virtual and in-house 

ABE courses.    

In this handbook, I will address how you can further use these resources in order to increase the 

instructional rigor in your online classes.  We will 

 Define academic or instructional rigor. 

 Take a look at how we can use Webb’s Depth of Knowledge chart to increase rigor. 

 Explore how we can use IPDAE’s Common Planning tool for the Multi-Level ABE Classroom as 

well as IPDAE’s Individualized Instructional Student Plans (IISPs) as tools to help add rigor to your 

lessons. 

 

Let’s take a look at the specific topic breakdown for this 6-part training handbook. 

Part 1:  What is “academic rigor?” 

There is much research on academic rigor; however, teachers and students have different 

definitions for the term.  In this part, we will define the term and share our own formula for 

increasing academic rigor in your online classrooms using previously shared IPDAE content and 

resources. 

 

Part 2:  What is Webb’s Depth of Knowledge (DOK)? 

In Part 2, we will explore Webb’s Depth of Knowledge.  We will look at the DOK Chart along with 

summary overviews of each of the DOK levels. 
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Part 3:  How can we use Webb’s DOK to increase rigor in our online 

classrooms? 

In Part 3, we will begin to explore multiple ways in which we can use the DOK to increase rigor in 

our virtual classrooms.  I will also share a DOK Lesson Planning Guide that you will be able to use 

in order plan your rigorous online activities.  

 

Part 4:  How can we use IPDAE’s Common Planning Tools for the Multi-

Level ABE Classroom to plan rigorous lessons? 

Part 4 will take you back to IPDAE’s Common Planning Tools for ABE reading, language, and 

math in order to explore how you can use these tools to plan more rigorous lessons for your ABE 

classrooms. 

 

Part 5:  How can we use IPDAE’s IISPs to plan rigorous activities for 

individualized instruction? 

Part 5 will take you back to IPDAE’s IISPs (or Individualized Instructional Student Plans for TABE 

reading, language, and math) in order to identify ways in which you can plan rigorous activities 

during individualized instruction. 

 

Part 6:  Putting it all together! 

Finally, in Part 6, we are going to put it all together and review how you can plan a lesson using 

all of the resources and tools covered in this training.  This portion of the training will ensure 

that you are able to create more rigorous lessons and activities on your own.   

 

Part 1:  What is “academic rigor?” 

Academic rigor is a frequent topic for discussion; however, it isn’t easily defined because the definition 

depends on who you ask.  For example, students and instructors each have a different definition for 

this term.  There isn’t a consensus on what makes a course rigorous.  For students, rigor was 

associated with the course workload, how harsh the grading was, and the difficulty of the course 

content.  For instructors, emphasis was placed more on the “quality” of instruction.   

 What Is Academic Rigor? 
STUDENT DEFINITION: TEACHER DEFINITION: 

Rigor is associated with 
▪ The course workload 
▪ How harsh the grading is 
▪ The difficulty of the course content   

Rigor is associated with 
▪ The “quality” of instruction   
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According to a 2013 study by John Draeger and his colleagues, instructors believe that rigor involves 

(1) active learning, (2) meaningful content, (3) higher order thinking, and (4) setting and meeting 

appropriate expectations.  Obviously, these are not the only factors contributing to rigor; however, the 

conclusion was that “academic rigor occurs when these four dimensions are present simultaneously in 

the learning context.” (Draeger, 2013). 
 

 

Presently, there continues to be quite a buzz around this term “academic rigor”; but until experts 

agree on one solid definition for the term, we can still take steps toward increasing rigor in our online 

classrooms.  For now, “we define rigor as being present in a course when students are expected to 

apply their knowledge to multiple realistic contexts, monitor their own work and independently make 

accurate judgements on their strengths and weaknesses, and meet appropriately high expectations for 

meaningful achievement of the learning outcomes.”  (https://ctl.wiley.com/academic-rigor-online-

classroom/) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INSTRUCTOR 

BELIEF:

Rigor Involves ...

Meaningful 
Content

Active 
Learning

Higher Order 
Thinking

Setting & 
Meeting 

Appropriate 
Expectations

Defining Academic Rigor: 

We define rigor as being present in a course 

when students are expected to apply their 

knowledge to multiple realistic contexts, monitor 

their own work and independently make 

accurate judgements on their strengths and 

weaknesses, and meet appropriately high 

expectations for meaningful achievement of the 

learning outcomes. 

https://ctl.wiley.com/academic-rigor-online-classroom/
https://ctl.wiley.com/academic-rigor-online-classroom/
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Let’s go back for a minute to the four dimensions we noted earlier that together support academic 

rigor.  Throughout this training, you will see that when we combine (1) active learning, (2) meaningful 

content, (3) higher order thinking, and (4) setting and meeting appropriate expectations with the tools 

and resources listed on this slide, the result is “academic rigor.”  This is the formula that we will apply 

throughout this training to increase rigor in our online classrooms.  And don’t forget:  You are strongly 

urged to view the two trainings listed in the chart below, especially since the content is essential to the 

process of effectively developing rigorous learning activities covered in this handbook.  A brief review 

of the key points is included within; however, for in-depth information, be sure to refer to the prior 

webinars. 

4 Factors that 

simultaneously support 

academic rigor: 

1. Active learning 

2. Meaningful Content 

3. Higher order thinking 

4. Setting & meeting 

appropriate 

expectations 

+ 

Tools: 

▪ DOK Common 

Planning Guide 

▪ Common Planning 

Tools for the ABE Multi-

level Classroom 

▪ IISPs 

Webinar Trainings: 

▪ “Keeping Students 

Connected:  Engaging 

Activities for the Virtual 

ABE Reading & 

Language Classrooms” 

▪ “Using the IISPs in a 

Virtual Setting” 

= 
Academic 

Rigor 

 

Part 2:  What is Webb’s Depth of Knowledge (DOK)? 

Now that you understand academic rigor, we will look at Webb’s DOK.  To understand DOK, I want to 

first begin with an overview of Bloom’s Taxonomy.  If you are in education, you are familiar with 

Benjamin Bloom’s work.  In 1956, he worked with a group of educators to classify the levels of 

intellectual behaviors starting with the simplest tasks (at the bottom) and moving to the most complex 

at the top.  (Look at the diagram on the following page.)  Then, in 2001, the original taxonomy was 

updated by Lorin Anderson and David Krathwohl to the current framework on the right. 
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In the diagram above,  

▪ Remember involves being able to recall, defining, or labelling. 

▪ Understand is to summarize or classify. 

▪ Apply requires some level of implementation or to follow a procedure. 

▪ Analyze, breaks down parts of a concept for deeper analysis. 

▪ Evaluate is critiquing or making a judgement based on research. 

▪ Create is to develop something new based on all the learning. 

What you need to remember about Bloom’s is that a learner has to master the lower levels before 

moving up to the next higher ones.  For most of us, Bloom’s was the first exposure that we had to a 

framework that we could use to measure the rigor within a lesson.  Now, we are ready to move on to 

Webb’s Depth of Knowledge. 
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In the previous page, you can see that Webb’s DOK consists of 4 levels with 1 being the simplest and 4 

being the most complex. 

Let’s look at each DOK level individually: 

▪ Level 1 (Acquired knowledge) involves recall and reproduction. Remembering facts or defining a 

procedure. 

▪ Level 2 (Knowledge Application) are skills and concepts. Students use learned concepts to 

answer questions. 

▪ Level 3 (Analysis) involves strategic thinking. Complexity increases here and involves planning, 

justification, and complex reasoning. Explains how concepts and procedures can be used to 

provide results. 

▪ Level 4 (Augmentation) is extended thinking. This requires going beyond the standard learning 

and asking, how else can the learning be used in real world contexts. 

Next, take a look at the diagram below.  Bloom’s Taxonomy is a framework for classifying learning 

based on different levels of cognitive rigor and complexity.  In other words, it measures the cognitive 

level students are expected to show to prove that learning has occurred.  Also, remember that with 

Bloom’s updated framework, the “nouns” are switched to “verbs”.  When we look at Webb’s DOK, 

verbs alone do not determine the DOK’s level of an assessment task.  We are, in fact looking at what 

follows the verb.  For example, it’s not about the difficulty of the task; it’s about the complexity of 

mental processing that must occur to complete the task.  Basically, the DOK is a model to analyze how 

deep students think to answer questions and complete activities.  Its focus is on how deeply students 

need to know content for a given response. 

 

As we conclude Part 2 let’s briefly look at the chart on the following page from Maverik Education.  I 

find this chart especially useful in understanding the DOK because it addresses all of the key points for 

each of the four DOK levels meanwhile keeping it simple enough so that we can effectively plan 
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lessons around it.  Take the time to read carefully into this chart.  You will also see a lot of this 

information included in a DOK common planning tool which I will share with you toward the end of 

Part 3. 

 

 

Part 3:  How can we use Webb’s DOK to increase rigor in our online 

classrooms? 

Now that we can make the distinctions between Bloom’s Taxonomy and Webb’s DOK, let’s focus on 

DOK and how we can use it to increase rigor in our online classrooms.   On the following page, you 

have a visual of Webb’s DOK wheel which provides an easy at-a-glance view of the four DOK levels 

along with sample activity types for each.  Many of you are no stranger to this wheel, but let’s look 

beyond the visual so that we can begin to think about using this information to develop more rigorous 

online lessons.  In other words, let’s explore the differences among levels in greater depth. 
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Now, look at the visual below.  I came across a similar picture while I was purposelessly surfing the 

web and found that using these well-known television and cable shows was a simple and applicable 

way to explain Webb’s DOK.  I adapted the picture and came up the visual you see here. 

 

Webb’s DOK Wheel  
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Think of the four TV shows in the previous visual:  Jeopardy, Top Chef, Survivor, and Shark Tank.   

1. What happens in Jeopardy?  Basically, contestants are presented with general knowledge 

clues in the form of answers, and they must then phrase their responses in the form of 

questions.  They just need to recall the information. 

2. Top Chef is a reality competition cooking show where chefs compete against each other in 

culinary challenges.  They have to use their culinary skills and know-how in order to meet the 

challenges presented. 

3. Survivor is also a reality competition show where a group of contestants are marooned on an 

isolated location, and they are required to think strategically in order to solve problems and 

survive. 

4. Finally, Shark Tank is a show that features entrepreneurs making business presentations to a 

panel of five investors, or “sharks”, who in turn must decide whe4ther or not to invest in their 

companies. 

As we move toward developing rigorous activities for our virtual classrooms, it’s essential to 

remember that DOK is a reference to the complexity of mental processing that must occur to answer a 

question, perform a task, or generate a product.  It’s about “intended outcome”, not difficulty.  It is 

this intended outcome that determines the DOK level.  It’s all about complexity, so as you develop 

activities for your virtual classes, be sure to create learning opportunities that hit a variety of 

complexity levels.  This is very doable with DOK because levels are NOT sequential! 

At this time, I want to refer back to Webb’s DOK Wheel.  Since the focus of this handbook is rigorous 

virtual instruction, I’ve added a layer of web resources that you can use as you develop activities at 

each DOK level.  Take a look at the visual on the following page.  You have full-print version in the 

Appendix section of this Companion Resource Handbook.  I strongly urge you to take the time to 

explore each of these websites.  Some are truly amazing resources!  Just type in the name of the 

resource in the address bar and it will pop up.  Keep in mind that some of these resources can be used 

for more than one DOK activity.  Be creative! 
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At this time, I want to close out Part 3 by sharing our valuable DOK Lesson Planning Guide.  There is a 

full-print version of this guide in the Appendix section; however, I want to briefly review the contents 

and how you can use them to address rigor.  When developing lessons for your online classes, make 

sure that you have activities that represent all four DOK levels.  The reasoning behind this is that you 

want to be sure to provide all students with an opportunity to participate in online activities, 

regardless of their cognitive abilities.  This being said, you still want to make the activities as rigorous 

as possible, so be sure to include a larger number of DOK 3 and DOK 4 in every lesson.  Use this 

comprehensive guide during lesson planning which will enable you to quickly develop activities using 

online tools.    I especially love the suggested activities on Page 2 of the guide along with the online 

Webb’s DOK Wheel with Webb Apps/Tools 
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tools on Page 3.  These online tools are the same ones we viewed previously in this handbook, except 

that they are briefly described so that you are better able to pair them up with your online activities.   

Here’s a brief summary of each section of the DOK Lesson Planning Guide: 

DOK Lesson Planning Guide 
Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4 

Brief description of each DOK level 

with corresponding cognitive level 

of demand 

Sample mental process for each 

Student-centered focus 

Learning expectation 

Possible student products 

Teacher and student roles 

Sample activities by 

DOK level 

 

Suggested online 

tools/ applications 

 

Question stems & 

sample questions 

 

 

Now, let’s explore each page of the planning guide in greater detail.  Continue on the following page. 
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Page 1 of the DOK Lesson Planning Guide (above) focuses on providing you with an overview of the 

four DOK levels.  This side-by-side format allows you to easily develop activities that represent each 

DOK level.  Continue with Page 2 of the guide on the following page. 

 

 

 

DOK Lesson Planning Guide – Page 1 
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Page 2 of the DOK Common Planning Guide (above) lists sample activities for each of the DOK levels.  

Again, remember, this entire guide is included in the Appendix of the Companion Resource Handbook.  

Use it during Common Planning so that you can be sure to address all of the DOK levels.  Also, try to 

include more DOK 3 and 4 level activities as the trimester progresses so that you continuously strive to 

increase rigor in your online classrooms. 

 

 

DOK Lesson Planning Guide – Page 2 
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Page 3 above is definitely my favorite page of the guide.  It provides you with online tools that you can 

use as you develop rigorous activities for your online classes.  The tools are listed under the DOK level 

and each is followed by a brief description so that you don’t have to guess which tool to use for which 

activity. 

 

 

 

DOK Lesson Planning Guide – Page 3 
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This last page provides ample question stems and questions for each DOK level.  I have also included 2 

web links so that you can explore grade-level, DOK-level questions and activities for math. 

 

Part 4:  How can we use IPDAE’s Common Planning Tools for the 

Multi-Level ABE Classroom to plan rigorous lessons? 

We begin Part 4 by reviewing IPDAE’s very popular ABE Common Planning Tool for the Multi-Level ABE 

Classroom and see how we can use it to plan rigorous lessons.  Do you remember what these tools 

look like?  There is one tool for each TABE subject area:  Reading, Mathematics, and Language.   On 

the following page, you have excerpts of each; however, for full access, be sure to access the 

Companion Resource Handbook titled “Using the IISPs in a Virtual Setting.” 

 

DOK Lesson Planning Guide – Page 4 
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All of the skills listed on each of these common planning tools are TABE-tested skills.  These skills 

correlate to the skills that are outlined on the TABE Individual Student Profile Report; so, if you see 

that a student failed a particular skill as outlined on his TABE profile report, then you need to be sure 

to address it during instruction.  That being said, remember that every subject area planning tool 

contains all tested content across all TABE test levels:  E, M, D, and A.  This allows you to move from 

the lowest level of instruction (E) through the highest level (A).   

 

Remember, if you need a refresher on these TABE 11/12 Common Planning Tools, be sure to refer 

back to the training “Using the IISPs in a Virtual Setting” and you will have access to information on 

these common planning tools.   Now, as we move on, the connection you need to make with the 

common planning tools and your lessons is that you need to be sure to identify all content that has 

not been mastered by the students in your class.  Highlight the content on the common planning 

tools.  Now, you are ready to develop rigorous lessons with a purpose.  There’s no purpose in 

developing rigorous lessons on content that your students have already mastered.  Address what is 

tested and has not been mastered and develop your rigorous lessons around it.  These helps you to 

            Excerpts of IPDAE’s Common Planning Tools for the Multi-level ABE Classroom 
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continue to target non-mastered content in order to fill in learning gaps and provide students with 

meaningful, engaging, and rigorous activities that will move their progress bar in the right direction. 

 

Another point I wish to make before moving on to Part 5 is that when you are developing these 

rigorous lessons, try to address as many non-mastered TABE skills as possible.  Create depth to the 

activities by having students dig deeper into each lesson.  Help them to make connections among 

various skills by creating contextualized lessons that mirror real-life scenarios.  This will enable 

students to incorporate prior knowledge and make connections as they work through the activities. 

 
 

 

Part 5:  How can we use IPDAE’s IISPs to plan rigorous activities for 

individualized instruction? 

This part of the handbook addresses how to use the IISPs to plan rigorous activities that are unique to 

every student; in other words, that allow you to individualize instruction to target each student’s 

learning gaps.  Look at the excerpt of the IISP for Reading Level M below to refresh your memory. 

  
Excerpts of IPDAE’s Individualized Instructional Student Plans (IISPs) 
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Remember, you should already be using these IISPs regularly in your ABE classrooms for 

individualizing instruction.  Similar to the Common Planning Tool for the Multi-Level ABE Classroom, 

these IISPs identify all TABE-tested content by subject area and TABE level.  Since the information 

comes directly from the Student’s Individual Profile Report, you know that you need to ensure that 

students master at least 70-75% of all content listed on their IISPs.   

 

As with the Common Planning Tool for the Multi-level ABE Classroom, if you need a refresher, be sure 

to refer back to the training “Using the IISPs in a Virtual Setting” and you will have access to 

information on the IISPs.  I want to remind you that the Common Planning Tool is used mostly for 

whole group instruction, but what are you to use for individualized instruction?  I just told you.  Every 

IISPs lists content that the student must master in order to be successful when post-testing with the 

TABE.  Look at what each individual student has failed as outlined on his/her IISP.  What activities can 

you incorporate or develop in order to address the non-mastered content?  There are numerous 

online resources which I have already mentioned in this training.  Go back to these websites and 

search for content on these standards or skills.  Select or develop activities that incorporate higher 

DOK levels to ensure that students are applying critical thinking skills.  Also, remember you can group 

students who have non-mastered content in common so that they can work together and challenge 

each other as they complete your rigorous assignments. 

 

 

 

Part 6:  Putting it all together! 

 

We are now ready to summarize all of the information presented in parts 1-5 .  As we “put it all 

together,” we will take a look at the logistics of planning a rigorous lesson using all of the resources 

and tools addressed in this training.  I just want to be sure that you are able to create more rigorous 

lessons and activities on your own.   

 

Let’s review our formula for “Academic Rigor”.  We have four factors that support academic rigor:  (1) 

active learning, (2) meaningful content, (3) higher order thinking, and (4) setting and meeting 

appropriate expectations.  See the chart and detailed explanations on the following page. 
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4 Factors that 

simultaneously support 

academic rigor: 

1. Active learning 

a. 3 Techniques: 

Generate 

Integrate 

Retrieve 

b. 3 Interactions: 

Student-teacher 

Student-student 

Student-content 

2. Meaningful Content 

3. Higher order thinking 

4. Setting & meeting 

appropriate 

expectations 

+ 

Tools: 

▪ DOK Common 

Planning Guide 

▪ Common Planning 

Tools for the ABE Multi-

level Classroom 

▪ IISPs 

Webinar Trainings: 

▪ “Keeping Students 

Connected:  

Engaging Activities for 

the Virtual ABE 

Reading & Language 

Classrooms” 

▪ “Using the IISPs in a 

Virtual Setting” 

= 
Academic 

Rigor 

 

In my previous IPDAE Training, “Keeping Students Connected:  Engaging Activities for the Virtual ABE 

Reading & Language Classrooms,” I addressed active learning in depth.   To briefly summarize, there 

were three top techniques that were highlighted.  The first was “generate” which referred to students 

generating connections, questions, and solutions.  The second was “integrate” which referred to 

students integrating new information with pre-existing knowledge.  The third, “retrieve” referred to 

students being given repeated opportunities to retrieve learned information.  And then the next 

category addressed under active learning was 3 types of interactions that needed to be included:  

student-teacher, student-student, and student-content interactions.  As you develop your rigorous 

activity, go through these check boxes for active learning and make sure that you incorporate these 

ingredients. 

 
Next on our formula for academic rigor is meaningful content.  Select content that is relevant and of 

interest to your students.  Try to “personalize” it as much as possible.  To incorporate “higher order 

thinking”, use your DOK chart and develop activities that are DOK 3 and 4.  And finally, when it comes 

to setting and meeting appropriate expectations, use the TABE 11/12 common planning tools for the 

multi-level classroom along with your students’ IISPs.  Target non-mastered content and have your 

students update their IISPs as they complete activities and master content.  Add the DOK Common 

Planning Guide and the previous two webinar trainings on this slide, and you are good to go! 
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Conclusion  

As we approach the end of this handbook, please remember this.   When incorporating rigor into your 

lessons and classroom activities, be sure to do so in a planned, purposeful manner.  Clearly define goals 

around what you want students to learn and be able to master for every activity.  As you assess mastery, 

provide feedback and allow them time for reflection.  This will provide them with an opportunity to see 

the value in completing these rigorous activities.  And don’t forget to take time to reflect yourself.  

Continue to ponder ways in which you can increase rigor as you develop lesson activities to address 

required content and support student success.   

 

Time to Reflect 

As always, I like to end my trainings and handbooks by emphasizing a growth mindset and, therefore, 

ask you to take what you have learned one step further. 

Change how you develop or select lessons to ensure that you are developing activities that address all 

4 DOK levels.  Use the techniques and resources that were shared during this training to continue to 

increase instructional rigor. 

Redesign your lesson activities.  Ensure that you continue to incorporate the provided common 

planning tools and guide as well as the individualized instructional student plans (or IISPs) as you 

develop increasingly rigorous lessons.   Also, don’t forget to incorporate a variety of online tools to 

actively engage your students in their virtual classrooms.  

Review all of the information provided in this training.  Share this information with teachers, 

administrators and district personnel and become an expert on developing rigorous activities/lessons for 

your virtual classes.  Have round-table discussions with your administrative team and share the wealth 

to ensure all of your students remain highly challenged and actively engaged online. 

Reflect and Make a Change.  Finally, ask yourself, “What rigorous lessons are working especially 

well in my virtual classroom, and which are not?”  Use the Common Planning Guide shared in this 

training to ensure that you incorporate best practices and techniques in the development of effective 

and targeted rigorous online activities.  Continuously evaluate the rigor in your lessons.  Request 

feedback from students and use the feedback to make improvements.  Share your students’ success 

with other teachers and be proactive in helping teachers implement changes that will support the 

development of more virtual activities to actively engage students online. 
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Appendix A 

What Exactly Is Depth of Knowledge?  (by Maverick Education) 
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Appendix B 

Depth of Knowledge in English/Language Arts (by Sean Junkins) 
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Appendix C 

Depth of Knowledge in Mathematics (by Sean Junkins) 
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Appendix D 

4 DOK Levels:  An Analogy 
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Appendix E 

Webb's DOK Wheel with Web Apps/Tools  
 
 

 

  

Describe 
Explain 
Interpret 

DOK 1 

(Recall) 

DOK 3 

(Strategic 
Thinking) 

DOK 2 

(Skill/ 
Concept) 

DOK 4 

(Extended 
Thinking) 

What is the knowledge? 
Who, what, when, where? 

How can the knowledge solve problems? 
Why does it happen the way that it does? 
How/why could the knowledge be used? 

How can the knowledge 
be applied? 

How can you arrive at the   
            answer? 

How can the knowledge 
be extended? 

How else could you  use the 
knowledge? 

What can you design, 
develop, do with it? 

Identify 

Memorize 

Tabulate 

Recognize 

Graph 
Classify 

Separate 
Cause/Effect 

List 

Label 

Name 

Use 

Illustrate 

Measure 

Report 

Quote 

Match 

Draw 

Define 

Calculate 

State 

Arrange 

Repeat 

Recall 

Recite 

Tell 

Estimate 
Compare 

Relate 

Infer 
Categorize 

Collect & Display 
Identify Patterns 

Organize 
Construct 

Modify 
Predict 

Interpret 
Distinguish 

Use Context Clues 
Make Observations 

Summarize 
Show 

Design 

Connect 

Synthesize 

Apply Concepts 

Critique 

Formulate 
Hypothesize 

Assess 

Analyze 

Create 

Prove 

Develop a logical argument 
Use concepts to solve non-routine problems 

Explain phenomena in terms of concepts 

Revise 
Apprise 
Critique 

Draw conclusions 
Cite evidence 

Construct 
Compare 

Investigate 
Differentiate  

.com 
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Appendix F 

DOK Lesson Planning Guide (4 pages to follow) 
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Websites 

 
[ADD WEBSITES HERE!] 
www.maverickeducation.com   

https://static.pdesas.org/content/documents/M1-Slide_19_DOK_Wheel_Slide.pdf 

 
 
 

  
 
 
 
  

Florida IPDAE. http://www.floridaipdae.org/ 

http://www.maverickeducation.com/
http://www.floridaipdae.org/
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